THINK THROUGH HOW WHITE SUPREMACY IMPACTS THE ISSUES YOU WORK ON
How do the issues you work on affect communities of color? How is leadership structured in your organizations or networks? How do these structures challenge or reinforce white supremacy? Are the folks at the table of decision-making the same folks who experience the impacts of those decisions?

GET ON EMAIL LISTS, GO TO EVENTS, VOLUNTEER TO SUPPORT, AND/OR BECOME A DONOR
Liking the Facebook pages, following the Twitter/Instagram accounts of racial justice organizations is a great place to start. If you’re already connected to a social justice organization, you could start finding more organizations by seeing who they work in coalition with.

ASK WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW — BUT DO THE WORK FIRST.
This is nuanced. Some marginalized/disenfranchised folks will tell you not to ask them anything; don’t be offended by that. Folks are tired, and that is understandable because it is exhausting to be a marginalized person in this world. However, there is something special that happens within human connections and relationships. In a nutshell, don’t expect people to educate you. Do the work to educate yourself. Ask questions within relationships that feel safe, and do so respectfully.

STUDY THE THOUGHT OF WOMEN OF COLOR AND QUEER PEOPLE OF COLOR

LEARN ABOUT SOCIAL MOVEMENTS LED BY PEOPLE OF COLOR AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLE PAST AND PRESENT IN THE U.S. AND AROUND THE WORLD.
Look for examples both inside of and outside the U.S. These are all great resources for learning about social movements: Black Girl Dangerous, Colorlines, Feminist Wire, Leaving Evidence Blog, Left Turn Magazine, Upping the Anti, Organizing Upgrade, Left Roots, Freedom Archives, Social Justice Journal.

EXPLORE YOUR OWN STAKE IN COLLECTIVE LIBERATION.
How have you been negatively impacted by systems of oppression, even when you’re on the “benefiting” side? How would you benefit from the success of freedom struggles? Practice talking about racism and other systems of oppression, as well as your vision for the world you’re trying to build.
ANTI RACIST TOOLKIT

WORK TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS OF TRUST AND ACCOUNTABILITY WITH ANTI-RACIST ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMUNITIES OF COLOR.
See if there are ways to do solidarity work and eventually if there are ways to collaborate. Develop your organization’s work with goals of challenging white supremacy in society and building anti-racist principles in white communities.

BEING AN ALLY/ACCOMPlice IS DIFFERENT THAN SIMPLY WANTING NOT TO BE RACIST
Being an ally/accomplice requires you to educate yourself about systemic racism in this country. Read Michelle Alexander’s *The New Jim Crow* and Ta-Nehisi Coates’ *Between the World and Me*, and Claudia Rankine’s *Citizen* and so many other great books and articles that illuminate oppression and structures of white supremacy and white privilege. Use your voice and influence to direct the folks that walk alongside you in real life (or follow you on the internet), toward the voice of someone that is living a marginalized/disenchanted experience. (Note: the reading listed here provide a very wide array of thoughts and perspectives on how to do anti-racism work. You may be challenged by some, you may disagree with some, you hopefully will have questions about a lot of it. All that is totally OK and good. The important thing is that you’re reading up and educating yourself).

STUDY THE HISTORY OF WHITE PEOPLE WORKING AGAINST RACISM.
You could start by watching “Southern Patriot” about Anne Braden or read “Hillbilly Nationalists, Urban Race Rebels, and Black Power” by Amy Sonnie and James Tracy.

FIND AN ANTI-RACIST MENTOR WHO HAS MORE EXPERIENCE THAN YOU
One who will share lessons from their history, help you learn from your own experiences, and support you to questions you have and challenges you face.

PRACTICE HUMILITY AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK WITH AN OPEN MIND.
One of the side effects of privilege often means we are told that all of our opinions are the most valuable, smart, and right. Hearing otherwise gracefully is an important skill to gain. The mistakes are inevitable; the process of learning from those mistakes requires humble and honest reflection. The more work you do, the more mistakes you will make. Remember that feedback on our practice of anti-racism is often someone who we’ve impacted, but who is still willing to give us feedback. This is a gift for our growth. Don’t be distracted if the wrapping is hard to look at.

BUILD INTENTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH WHITE ACTIVISTS OR ORGANIZERS
Ones who share your values and politics. Having a support network of other white people striving to practice anti-racism is crucial to this work, so we are not relying on people of color to hold our learning or emotional processes when we make mistakes.